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The fascinating story of the most powerful source of energy the earth can yield

Uranium is a common element in the earth’s crust and the only naturally occurring mineral with the power to end all life on the planet. After World War II, it reshaped the global order—whoever could master uranium could master the world.

 Marie Curie gave us hope that uranium would be a miracle panacea, but the Manhattan Project gave us reason to believe that civilization would end with apocalypse. Slave labor camps in Africa and Eastern Europe were built around mine shafts and America would knowingly send more than six hundred uranium miners to their graves in the name of national security.

 Fortunes have been made from this yellow dirt; massive energy grids have been run from it. Fear of it panicked the American people into supporting a questionable war with Iraq and its specter threatens to create another conflict in Iran. Now, some are hoping it can help avoid a global warming catastrophe.

 In Uranium, Tom Zoellner takes readers around the globe in this intriguing look at the mineral that can sustain life or destroy it.     

       About the Author
   
Tom Zoellner is a contributing editor at Men’s Health magazine and has worked as a reporter at the San Francisco Chronicle, The Salt Lake Tribune, and The Arizona Republic. He is the 2002 recipient of the Knight Fellowship in specialized reporting.
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Artificial Mind System: Kernel Memory Approach (Studies in Computational Intelligence)Springer, 2005
This book is written from an engineer's perspective of the mind. "Artificial Mind System" exposes the reader to a broad spectrum of interesting areas in general brain science and mind-oriented studies. In this research monograph a picture of the holistic model of an artificial mind system and its behaviour is drawn, as concretely as...
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Bug Patterns In JavaApress, 2002
This book is written for anyone familiar with programming in  Java who wants to more effectively prevent, explain, communicate about, or fix  bugs. This may include developers from industry, the government, or academia,  was well as computer science students. Developers in each of these categories  possess a wide range of...
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JavaScript: Learn Basics of Scripting Language and Use in Programming Easily(javascript advanced,javascript algorithm,javascript and jquery,javascript beginners guide,javascript interview) (Volume 1)CreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform, 2016

	JavaScript is one of the oldest programming languages known that are still in use by programmers today. The most beautiful part of this language is that it is relatively simple compared to other programming languages. JavaScriptis a very fundamental language to learn during your early years as a programmer. It has the flexibilityneeded to...
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Microsoft Windows Home Server 2011 Unleashed (3rd Edition)Sams Publishing, 2011

	Covers the newest version of WHS!


	 


	This is the most comprehensive, practical, and useful guide to the brand-new version of Windows Home Server 2011. Paul McFedries doesn’t just cover all facets of running Windows Home Server: He shows how to use it...
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Google - Illustrated Essentials (Illustrated Series)Course Technology PTR, 2008

	Welcome to GoogleTM—Illustrated Essentials. If
	this is your first experience with the Illustrated
	series, you’ll see that this book has a unique
	design: each skill is presented on two facing
	pages, with steps on the left and screens on
	the right. The layout makes it easy to digest a
	skill without having to read a lot...
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Arista WarriorO'Reilly, 2012

	
		Though Arista Networks is a relative newcomer in the data center and cloud networking markets, the company has already had considerable success. In this book, renowned consultant and technical author Gary Donahue (Network Warrior) provides an in-depth, objective guide to Arista’s lineup of hardware, and explains why its network...
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